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ON EXTENSIONS OF AN INEQUALITY AMONG MEANS1

F. CHAN,2 D. GOLDBERG AND S. GONEK

Dedicated to the family of Frank Chan, in

the hope that this paper will somehow ease

the loss due to his untimely death.

Abstract. An inequality of Fan relates the arithmetic and

geometric means of x and 1 —x. An extension to generalized means

is conjectured. This conjecture is proven for several special cases.

In addition, some counterexamples are given.

1. Introduction.   The following inequality is due to Ky Fan [1]

(1)
niLix,. l/n yn x

—¿.i-i ■*.— 0<x<i
Lnr-ia-^J    2*11(1-*,)'

unless x1=x2=- • -=xn. Recently there have been generalizations of (1)

([3], [4], and [5]). Presented here are the results of investigations into a

still different generalization, originally suggested by D. Segalman.

With the notation

mi* = ¿2 w*   and Mo=,im 11*11. = n \xt\ ,
Ln~i       J j>-o L1=i       J

(1) becomes

(2) llx|lo/IU-xllo< Wli/IU-*lli,

with the appropriate conditions on x. Since the theorem of the arithmetic

and geometric means, ||x||0<||x||1 generalizes to ||x||p<||x||8, p<q, one

might conjecture that one can similarly extend (2) to

(3) HxUlU - x||, < llxllJIU - x||„        p<q.

2. The two dimensional case.   When n=2, equation (3) holds.
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Theorem 1.   //O^x, O^y, x+j<l, x<y andp<q, then

(4) I-
x" + yv 11/j>

(1 - x)' + (1 - y)*.
<

xc + y"

.({ - x)" + ({- y)"

l/a

The cases where p and q are infinite or zero are not excluded.

Proof.   First assume that 0<p<q<co or —oo<p<q<0, and that

0<x and write (4) as

[l + (y/x)»r     [1 + ((1 - y)l({ - x))T

[l + (ylx)r    [l + ((1 - y)/(i - *))T '

Introducing the new variables r=y\x, s=(l— j)/(l— x) leads to the

conditions

(6) 0 < r,   0 ^ s,   r > 1,   s < 1,   rs > 1.

The last inequality follows from the equivalence of (y— y2)¡(x—x2)> 1 with

(x-j)(l-(x+7))<0. The function defined by f(z)=({+zv)ql({+zq)v

has these properties :

(7) /(z)=/(l/z),   /'(z) = [Mz-^l + zy-\{ + z')-*-1]^ - z"].

Since (5) is equivalent to f(r)<f (s), by (7) we need only show that

f(\lr)<f(s)- But by (6), 0<l/r<s<l; so since (7) shows that/'(z)>0,
0<z<l, (5) is established. By taking limits, one has M^IMIo and

l|z|lo^l|z||„, where z=(x,y). Choosing an r with q<r<0 gives ||z||„<

llzllr=IMIo=llzllj» proving (5) for q<0<p. All the other excluded cases
of p and q are proven in precisely the same manner. When x=0, (5) is

equivalent to/(z)>l for z>0.

3. Some counterexamples.   The conjecture (3) is not true for arbitrary

n. In some cases, one has

r    z i x"    i11"r    2", x?    11/3>    r    Tn, x'(8) - z,=1 '— -^^

L2r=i (i - XiY

Let Xi=x2=- • -=xn=|, and xB+1=0. Then (8) becomes

(9) [1 + 2>]1/p < [1 + 2'lnf".

If one defines /»(/>)- [l+2'ln]1", then (9) will hold for /\n<p<q if

f'n(p)>® f°r/>>A«- Computation shows that/„(y?)>0 if and only if

gn(p) = (p2»log 2 - (1 + 2»log(l + 2» > 0.
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Now make the variable change

(10) x = 1 + 2v\n,       p = \og(n(x - l))/log 2

and letgn(p)=hn(x)=(x-l)log(n(x-l))-xlogx. Since

h'n(x) = log(«(x - 1)) - log*   and   h"n(x) = l/x(x - 1),

for x>n/(n-l)>l, h'n(x)>0 and h'„(x)>0. The relation hn(n/(n-l))=

-log(/i/(/!-l))<0 shows that for A„>/t/(/i-l) with An(An)=0, we can

choose

An = log(/i(An-l))/log2.

It is easily seen that Aa <3, A4 =2> and in fact /\n >A„+i, "=4> 5,

6, • • •. This follows from

d 2"
— Sn(P) = —
dn n~

1 + log
(-!)-

plog2

which forces (d/dn)gn(p)>0 if and only if e>2p(l— e/n), together with

A* =2 and (d¡dn)gn(2)\n=i>0.
Remarks.   If (9) is expanded by the binomial theorem, one obtains

(ID 1 + 2"lpn + 0(1/«2) < 1 + 2"lqn + 0(l/n2).

Thus for n sufficiently large, (8) holds provided 2vlp<2"lq. Examination

of the graph of 2v\p gives a useful picture, and since it has a maximum at

(log 2)_1, one can conclude that (log 2)~1</\„.

In the special case of (3) where n=3, the expansion of the equivalent

inequality

(1 - uY -f (1 - v)p + (1 - w)H1/J>

L(i + uY + (l + vY + (l + w)*\

-(1 - uf + (1 -

.(1 + uf + (1 +

!>)' + (1  -  W)gl1/a

vy + (i + wyj

with «=t?=0 through cubic powers in w gives />+9^9, establishing (8)

for p+q>9, and u sufficiently small.

4. Two «-dimensional theorems.

(3) holds.

There are two other cases in which

Theorem 2.   IfO^x^ and ifp>0, then

M/l/eíJ X!=X2=* • '=Xn.

—l/j>

<

^(i-x.rJ
r_ 2Li
2;

\lv
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Proof.    First write (12) as

n . n n     i      ri

(13) 2(7r7FZo-^<2?2*
¿=lV.' aj7   ¿=1 i=l-*i  ¿=1

When «=2, (13) is a special case of Theorem 1. To prove (13) for arbitrary

n, consider the n(n—{)/2 inequalities

(—l--+ —-)(0 - xiY + (1 - xiY)

K v /{      i\

if these are summed together, with the exception of constant terms every

term in (13) will appear exactly once in the sum. Since the same constant

term appears in each side of (13) and (14), this proves the theorem.

Theorem 3.   //0^/?Sl and 1^^2 andp^q, then for 0<¡jr,<i

Z,"=iX«      ii'«1n , xp      ll/pr   A*-i*r   t
lIJUO-x^J LSla(i-x«)r

unless xx=x2=- ■ •=xn

Proof.   Suppose /?=1 and 1<^<2, and suppose xi=a?¿Xj=b, for

some /#/'. If we can prove the following (here.i=n—{,j=n)

It".2 x? + 2((a + ¿Q/2)«

n,.    2^(l-xi)« + 2(l-(a + i>)/2)«
(  } <_ 2L~i24 + qg + fc"

l^2(i-Xiy + (i-ay + ({-by

then the proof will be complete. This method is explained in detail in [2,

§2.6] and [3].
Next let 2 stand for 2"=i2 and break (16) into two pieces

2 x«[(l - a)" + (1 - bY - 2(1 - (a + ¿0/2)«]

17) < 2 (1 - xtY[a< + b" - 2((a + b)l2f],

(18) (a + by[(i - a)" + (1 - b)") < [(l - a) + (1 - ¿OTT«4 + b"].

Note that (18) is a special case of Theorem 1. Since 2 *i<2 (I — *<)' and

(l-a)'!+(l-6)'?è2(((l-a)-|-(l-è))/2)« (Jensen's inequality), (17) will

follow from

¿(l - <0a + Ml - bf - [Ml - a) + 1(1 - ¿or

(19) < la« + W - [\a + ibf.
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But this is Levinson's generalization [4], with f(x)=x" and P\=p2=\.

Levinson's result is stated in the appendix. When q=\, 0<p<l, (17)

and (18) both reverse. These two inequalities establish the theorem.

5. More general conditions. Some of the preceding theorems hold

true under more general conditions than 0_xt_|. Theorem 2 is true if

Xi+Xj^\ for all 1—7, j^n, and Theorem 3 holds if Xi+xn+1_i^l,

1 ̂ i^n, for some ordering of the x¿'s. The proofs are exactly the same.

When/?=1 and q=2 (15) becomes

Vn

(20)
r   24Us,.  •

L - l"=l x».
<I«.(1-

2,^(1 -x,)2

This is equivalent to (n-2 2ti x,)(n 2?=1 x2-(V"=1 x,)2)>0. If xx=

x2=- • -=xn does not hold, the identity

n n (\rn \2

2(xi-x)2 = 2x2-{-^=^-

where x=(2iU xt)/n shows that (20) is true if and only if 2íU x¿</z/2.

6. Conclusions. Although the anomalous behavior of the conjecture

l|x||,,/||li-x||J)<||x||<,/||l-x||<„ p<q, suggests that it may not be a fruitful

object for study, it raises some interesting questions. Most classical

inequalities follow inductively from the two dimensional theorem (see

[2, §2.14]). This conjecture does not. Perhaps the "right" theorem con-

tains ordering conditions which are trivially satisfied in two dimensions.

The counterexamples of §3 show that our theorems are close to the best

possible, except for the case of negative p and q.

7. Appendix.   Below is the theorem from [4].

Theorem (Levinson).   Let f be a three times differentiable function, with

f"'(x)>0forxe (0, 2a), O^x^a, and0<pt, i=\,2, • ■ • ,n. Then, unless

X1 = X2 = - " '=Xn,

2?-i Pif(xj) _ lU PiXil   „ ZîLi Pif (2a - Xi)     r rlU Pi(2a - x,)lr-i PiXil      ¿Li Pif(2a - Xj) _   r

LLipJ lU Pi V 2?=i Pi

The inequality reverses if/"'(x)<0. This is slightly more general than

Levinson's paper, but the proof is the same.
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